
STORING THE FUTURE
GRAINPRO

GRAINPRO®

HERMETIC BAG
PREMIUM™
Perfect as a storage and transport solution to
keep your commodities safe anywhere, anytime!

Features & Advantages

Portable, air-tight, water-tight, 
and reusable

500 times more air-tight than 
normal plastic

Protects against mold growth
and insect infestation

aroma

Maintains germination and 
of stored seeds 

World-famous standard storage 
for coffee, cocoa, and seeds

of storage (up to 1 year)

Better color protection for 

Fit for storage of organic
products

Made from food-grade material

SP4053DMD0116-9



 

 

 
 

Recommended for a variety of dry agricultural commodities: coffee, 
cocoa, seeds, spices, nuts, tea leaves, dried herbs, oil seeds 

rice varieties
Used as an inner liner for jute or PP bags

STORING THE FUTURE
GRAINPRO

For more information:
Visit www.grainpro.com or
contact customercare@grainpro.com

GRAINPRO®

 HERMETIC BAG™ TWIST & TIE

Disclaimer: The approximate capacity provided above is based upon our computation. Capacity variance upon actual 
commodity stored will apply. 

Product information and contents herein are subject to change without prior notice. All products in this publication, including their 
names and photos, are the exclusive property of GrainPro®, Inc.

©2022 GrainPro® Inc. All rights reserved

Large

Medium

SIZE Dimensions,   Approximate Capacity,
kg (lbs)

Based on green coffee (L x W), cm (inch)

GRAINPRO® HERMETIC BAG PREMIUM™ TWIST & TIE

2 track PE zipper closing mechanism

GRAINPRO®

 HERMETIC BAG™ ZIPPER

Small

Medium

SIZE Dimensions,   Approximate Capacity,
kg (lbs)

  Based on green coffee (L x W), cm (inch)

GRAINPRO® HERMETIC BAG PREMIUM™ ZIPPER

gLar e

Twist & tie closing mechanism

A hermetic liner bag that protects dry agricultural commodities against insect infestation and mold 
growth, the GrainPro® Hermetic Bag™ preserves taste and aroma and preserves the germination rate of 
seeds for more than a year without using toxic chemicals. This solution is made of high-quality material 
with superior gas and moisture barrier layers that effectively preserve the taste, aroma, and quality of 
dry agricultural commodities sealed by cable ties or a two-track zipper that does not need locks or 
clamps to seal.

Commodities in GrainPro® Hermetic Bag™ can be stored for a prolonged period of time without the risk 
of moisture ingress. The use of GrainPro® Hermetic Bag™ also protects the commodity from insect 


